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https://www.carid.com/mobilestrong/


When you make a living responding to the unexpected, you need 
to be properly equipped to handle anything, anywhere.

Stay prepared by keeping your essential gear secure, organized  
and ready to go when you’re out on the job—with MobileStrong 
Vehicular Solutions. 
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deal solutions for police, re 
and rescue, EMS or military  
SUVs, trucks and vans, our  
Secure Storage systems  
feature keyed locks and  
optional accessories like  
dividers, gun holders,  
foam inserts and more. 

Tier Command Center
40” W x 16” H x 26” L   
1 cubby, 2 drawers, white board 
MSRP $1,622  |  Fits mid to large SUVs

Single Drawer
37” W x 11” H x 25” L   
Rubber top  |  MSRP $700 
Fits most SUVs

SECURE

https://www.carid.com/bed-accessories.html
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Commercial Truck 
Solutions

esigned to t pickup trucks  
with at least a 5’ bed, our  
durable truck solutions feature 
secure drawers, compression 
T-locks, removable carpeted  
drawer liners and spring- 
loaded D-ring tie downs.

Pick-Up Truck 
MS500 Phenolic Series
48” W x 11.25” H x 60.25” L  
2 drawers  |  Weather resistant 
Rubber top  |  MSRP $2,099  

Pick-Up Truck 
Double Drawer
47” W x 10” H x 57” L  
Weather resistant  
MSRP $1,199 
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HDP Solutions
Constructed of 100% recyclable high-density polyethylene (HDP), our eco-friendly HDP storage drawers 
provide the same secure cargo organization as phenolic options—but with added moisture-resistance  
and durability.  SUV, truck and custom options available. Details at mobilestrong.net.
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It takes a lot of gear, tools and tech to satisfy lifestyles like ours. 
And where we go, our gear goes. 

So treat it right by keeping it protected, organized and secure  
when you’re on the road—with MobileStrong Vehicular Solutions.
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SUV Storage Solutions
Manufactured using 100%  recyclable 
high-density polyethylene (HDP),  
MobileStrong’s SUV solutions are 
a true conservationist’s best friend. 
These a ordable drawers and  
compartments keep hunting,  
camping or sporting gear  
secure and out of sight. 

SUV HDP  
Narrow Drawer
20” W x 10” H x 57” L 
Fits most SUVs

SUV HDP Wide Drawer
37” W x 11” H x 25” L 
Fits most SUVs
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Truck Storage Solutions
Like our SUV solutions, MobileStrong’s 
HDP truck solutions are ultra durable, 
maintenance free and environmentally 
friendly. Designed to t pickup trucks 
with at least a 5’ bed, these secure 
drawers give you the ability to lock  
and weatherproof your gear without  
sacri cing the accessibility of  
your truck bed.

Pick-Up Truck HDP 
Narrow Drawer
30” W x 11” H x 55” L 
Fits mid and full size trucks

Pick-Up Truck HDP 
Double Drawer
47” W x 10” H x 57” L 
Fits  full size trucks
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Phenolic SUV and Truck Solutions
Constructed of a uni ue wood and plastic composite, MobileStrong’s Phenolic SUV and Truck storage 
solutions provide the same secure cargo organization as our HDP options, but are designed for more  
rugged, heavy-duty use. Standard and custom options available. 


